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MICROSOFT 365 SECURITY 
CHECKLIST - INTRODUCTION

There used to be a saying in the SMB IT space – “anyone can set up a Small 

Business Server (SBS), but only a professional can set it up right”. 

The same is true now, but instead of SBS it’s an Office / Microsoft 365 tenant. 

A few minutes and a credit card and you can have enterprise-grade email and 

collaboration tools ready to go, with not a thought for security, governance, or 

best practices, because after all, “it’s in the cloud so Microsoft takes care of it – 

right”? Well, that’s not true and this eBook and accompanying checklist will show 

you all the settings you should consider configuring. 

Depending on what your business is and what sector you operate, there might 

a minimum requirement of what should be in place to satisfy insurance policies, 

global data laws or general compliance. So, it’s worth taking the time to figure 

out what your business needs and using this guide to ensure your business is 

compliant and protected. 

Don’t set it and forget it.

The reason every security setting isn’t turned on by default is of course that 

every business has different needs and constraints and thus you must find the 

right balance for your business. And it keeps altering as attacks and the threat 

landscape, and available options and settings in Microsoft 365, keep changing 

so this isn’t a “set it and forget” list – security is a journey with no end. We’ll go 

through each setting, why you’d want to enable it, what the implications are and 

our recommended configuration, while the checklist simply lists each setting.
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How to navigate this eBook. 

This eBook has two intended audiences – a small business owner / IT Pro who 

is managing their own tenant, and Managed Service Providers (MSPs) who are 

managing other businesses’ tenants, but a lot of the content will be relevant to 

pretty much all M365 admins. It’s divided down into chapters for each major 

configuration area.

There are two levels of Microsoft 365 licensing, Business and Business Premium 

for SMBs up to 300 users, and Microsoft 365 E3 / E5 /F3 for larger businesses, or 

smaller ones that need advanced security features. There’s also Office 365 E3 / E5 

which doesn’t offer device management and other security features. 

Generally, every option in the main part of the book is available to Microsoft 365 

Business Premium or Microsoft 365 E3 tenants and where there are exceptions, 

we’ll call them out. If your organization is using Office 365 E3 / E5 most of this 

book is relevant but you should seriously consider upgrading to Microsoft 365 

– the security benefits are huge. If you’re an SMB on Business but not Business 

Premium – there’s really no excuse – the amount of security features baked into 

Premium are well worth it today and will be even more so when Defender for 

Business is included. 

The final chapter is the checklist itself, also available as an Excel sheet to 

download here, broken down by licensing level.  

Following that is an appendix with the acronyms used in the book spelled out 

(they’re also spelled out in the main text the first time they’re used) plus a short 

explanation for each of them. 

Let’s get started! 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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CHAPTER 1 - IDENTITY

MULTI FACTOR AUTHENTICATION 

It should be no surprise that we start with identity, it’s the new security perimeter 

or the new firewall and having a strong identity equals strong security. The first 

step to take here is implementing Multi Factor Authentication (MFA). It’s free for all 

Office / Microsoft tenants. If you want to use Conditional Access (CA) to enforce 

it (rather than just enabling users “in bulk”), you need Azure AD Premium P1+ 

licensing. A username and a simple password are no longer adequate (it never 

was, we just never had a simple, affordable, easy to use alternative) to protect your 

business. 

Hand-in-hand with MFA you need user training. If your business is relying on users 

doing the right thing when they get the prompt on their phone – they MUST also 

know that if they get a prompt when they’re NOT logging in anywhere, they must 

click Block / No / Reject. 

To enable MFA on a per user basis, go to aad.portal.azure.com, login as an 

administrator, click Azure Active Directory – Security – MFA and click on the blue 

link “Additional cloud-based MFA settings”. 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/concept-mfa-howitworks
https://aad.portal.azure.com/
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Additional MFA settings

There are two parts (tabs) on this page, “service settings” where you should 

disable app passwords (a workaround for legacy clients that don’t support 

MFA, shouldn’t be necessary in 2022), add trusted public IP addresses (so that 

users aren’t prompted when they’re in the corporate office – we and Microsoft 

recommend not using this setting), disabling Call and Text message to phone and 

remember MFA on trusted devices setting (1-365 days), Microsoft recommends 

either using CA policies to manage Sign-In frequency or setting this to 90 days. 

Phone call / text message MFA are not strong authentication methods and should 

not be used unless there’s no other choice.  

On the user’s tab you can enable MFA for individual users or click bulk update and 

upload a CSV file with user accounts. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/concepts-azure-multi-factor-authentication-prompts-session-lifetime
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/concepts-azure-multi-factor-authentication-prompts-session-lifetime
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/concepts-azure-multi-factor-authentication-prompts-session-lifetime
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If you have AAD Premium P1, it’s better to use a CA policy to enforce MFA, it’s 

more flexible and the MFA settings page will eventually be retired. 

Enforcing MFA with a Conditional Access Policy

A few words of caution, enabling MFA for all your administrators is a given today. 

Seriously, if you aren’t requiring every privileged account to use MFA (or 2FA / 

passwordless, see below), stop reading and go and do that right now. Yes, it’s 

an extra step and yes, you’ll get push back but there’s just no excuse – it’s simply 

unprofessional and you don’t belong in IT if you’re not using it. For what it is worth, 

I’ve been using Azure MFA for over seven years and require it for administrators at 

my clients – no exceptions. 

Enabling MFA for all users is also incredibly important but takes some planning. 

You may have some users who refuse to run the Microsoft Authenticator app 

on their personal phone – ask for it to be put it in their hiring contract. You need 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/howto-conditional-access-policy-all-users-mfa
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to train them as to why MFA is being deployed, what to do, both for authentic 

logins and malicious ones. Furthermore, you need to have a smooth process for 

enrolling new users and offboarding people who are leaving. 

You should also strongly consider creating separate (cloud only) accounts for 

administrators. They don’t require a license and it separates the day-to-day work 

of a person who only performs administrative actions in your tenant occasionally 

(or use PIM, Chapter 10). 

MFA protects you against 99.9% of identity based attacks but it’s not un-phishable. 

Stronger alternatives include biometrics such as Windows Hello for Business 

(WHFB) and 2FA hardware keys which bring you closer to the ultimate in identity 

security: passwordless. 

LEGACY AUTHENTICATION

However, it’s not enough to enable MFA for all administrators and users, the bad 

guys can still get in with no MFA prompt in sight. The reason is that Office 365 still 

supports legacy protocols that don’t support modern authentication / MFA. You 

need to disable these; you can’t just turn them off, you need to check if there are 

legitimate applications / workflows / scripts that use any of them.

Go to aad.portal.azure.com, login as a Global Administrator, click Azure Active 

Directory – Monitoring – Sign-in logs. Change the time to last one month, and click 

Add filters, then click Client app and then None Selected, in the drop down pick 

all 13 checkboxes under Legacy Authentication Clients and click Apply. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/identity-protection/hello-for-business/hello-deployment-guide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/identity-protection/hello-for-business/passwordless-strategy
https://aad.portal.azure.com
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Filtering Azure AD Sign-in logs for legacy authentication

This will show you all the logins over the last month that used any of the legacy 

protocols. If you get a lot of results, add a filter for Status and add Success to filter 

out password stuffing attacks that failed. Make sure you check the four different 

tabs for interactive / non-interactive, service principals and managed identity sign-

ins. 

You’ll now need to investigate the logins. In my experience there will be some 

users who are using Android / Apple mail on smartphones; point them to 

the free Outlook app instead (Apple mail can be configured to use modern 

authentication). There’s also likely to be line-of-business (LOB) applications and 

printers / scanners that send emails via Office 365, so you’ll need updates for 

these. Alternatively, you can use another email service for these such as smtp2go. 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://www.smtp2go.com/
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Once you have eliminated all legitimate legacy authentication protocol 

usage you can disable it in two ways, it’s best to use both. Start by creating a 

Conditional Access policy based on the new template to block it, also go to                        

admin.microsoft.com, Settings – Org settings – Services – Modern authentication 

and turn off basic authentication protocols.

 

Disable legacy authentication protocols in the M365 Admin Center

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/howto-conditional-access-policy-block-legacy
https://admin.microsoft.com/
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BREAK GLASS ACCOUNTS

Create at least one, preferably two break glass accounts, also known as 

emergency access accounts. These accounts are exempted from MFA, all CA 

policies and PIM (see below) and have very long (40 characters+), complex 

passwords. They’re only used if AAD MFA is down for example, to gain access 

to your tenant to temporarily disable MFA or a similar setting, depending on the 

outage. 

A second part to this is that you want to be notified if these accounts are ever 

used. One way to do this is to send your Azure AD sign-in logs to Azure Monitor 

(also known as Log Analytics), with instructions here. Another option is to use 

Microsoft Sentinel (which is built on top of Log Analytics) and to create an 

Analytics rule.

Microsoft Sentinel alert rule when a Break Glass account is used

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://www.altaro.com/hyper-v/azure-log-analytics-azure-monitor/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/roles/security-emergency-access
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SECURITY DEFAULTS

If yours is a very small business, with few requirements for flexibility, the easiest 

way to set up Azure AD with MFA for everyone, plus several other security features 

enabled, is to turn on Security Defaults. Note that you can’t have break glass 

accounts or other service accounts with Security Defaults as there’s no way to 

configure exceptions. Go to Properties for your Azure AD tenant and scroll to the 

bottom, and click on Manage Security defaults, here you can enable and disable 

it. 

PRIVILEGED IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

It’s worth investing in Azure Active Directory (AAD) Premium P2 for your 

administrator’s accounts and enabling Privileged Identity Management (PIM). This 

means their accounts are ordinary user accounts who are eligible to elevate their 

privileges to whatever administrator type they are assigned (see Chapter 10). 

If you’re not using PIM, create dedicated admin accounts in AAD only. Don’t sync 

these accounts from on-premises but enforce MFA and strong passwords. Since 

they won’t be used for day-to-day work, they won’t require a M365 license. 

PASSWORD PROTECTION

After MFA, your second most important step is banning bad passwords. You’re 

probably aware that we’ve trained users to come up with bad passwords over 

the last few decades with “standard” policies (at least 8 characters, uppercase, 

lowercase, special character and numbers) which results in P@ssw0rd1 and when 

they’re forced to change it every 30 days, P@ssw0rd2. Both NIST in the US and 

GHCQ in the UK now recommends allowing (but not enforcing) the use of upper 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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/ lowercase etc., but not mandating frequent password changes and instead 

checking the password at the time of creation against a list of known, common 

bad passwords and blocking those. In Microsoft’s world that’s called Password 

protection which is enabled for cloud accounts by default. There’s a global list 

of about 2000 passwords (and their variants) that Microsoft maintains, based on 

passwords they find in dumps, and you should add (up to 1000) company specific 

words (brands, locations, C-suite people’s names, local sports teams, etc.) for your 

organization. 

You find Password protection in the AAD portal – Security – Authentication 

Methods. 

Password protection settings

Remember, you don’t have to add common passwords to the list, they’re already 

managed by Microsoft, just add company / region specific words that your staff 

are likely to use. 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/concept-password-ban-bad
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/concept-password-ban-bad
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If you’re syncing accounts from Active Directory on-premises to AAD, you should 

also extend Password protection to your DCs. It involves the installation of an 

agent on each DC, a proxy agent, and a reboot of each DC. 

CONTINUOUS ACCESS EVALUATION

This feature has been in preview for quite some time but is now in general 

availability. Before Continuous Access Evaluation (CAE), when you disabled a 

user’s account, or they changed location (from the office to a public Wi-Fi for 

example) it could be up to one hour before their state was re-evaluated and new 

policies applied, or they were blocked from accessing services. With CAE, this 

time is much shorter, in most cases in the order of a few minutes. It’s turned on 

by default for all tenants (unless you were part of the preview and intentionally 

disabled it). Another benefit of CAE is that tokens are now valid for 28 hours, 

letting people keep working during a shorter Azure AD outage. You can disable 

CAE in a CA policy, but it’s not recommended.

CONDITIONAL ACCESS POLICIES

We’ve mentioned Conditional Access (CA) policies several times already as 

it’s a crucial component of strong identity security and Zero Trust. Unlike other 

recommendations, there isn’t a one size fit all set of CA policies we can give you, 

however (at a minimum) you should have policies for:

• Require MFA for admins (see MFA above)

• Require MFA for users (see MFA above)

• Require MFA for Azure management

• Block legacy authentication (see MFA above)

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://www.altaro.com/hyper-v/identities-passwords-azure-active-directory/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/concept-continuous-access-evaluation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/concept-conditional-access-policy-common
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• Require compliant or Hybrid AAD joined device for admins

• Require compliant or Hybrid AAD joined device for users

• Block access to M365 from outside your country

• Require MFA for risky sign-ins (if you have AAD Premium P2)

• Require password change for high-risk users (if you have AAD Premium P2)

This is all going to be a lot easier going forward with the new policy templates for 

identity and devices. Go to Azure AD – Security – Conditional Access – New policy 

– Create new policy from templates. Another step to take is to create a system for 

managing the lifecycle of policies and there’s an API for backing up and updating 

policies, that you can access several ways, including PowerShell. There’s even a 

tutorial to set up a backup system using a Logic App. 

Conditional Access policy templates for identity

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/howto-conditional-access-apis
https://github.com/Azure-Samples/azure-ad-conditional-access-apis/tree/main/01-configure/powershell
https://github.com/Azure-Samples/azure-ad-conditional-access-apis/tree/main/05-manage/01-backup-restore
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A common question is if there’s a priority when policies are evaluated and 

there isn’t, they’re all processed together for a particular sign-in, from a specific 

device and location to an individual application. If there are multiple policies 

with different controls (MFA + compliant device), all controls must be fulfilled for 

access. And if there are conflicting policies with different access (block vs grant), 

block access will win. 

To get you started, here are the step-by-step instructions for a policy blocking 

access to M365 from outside your country, appropriate for most small and 

medium businesses that only operate in one or a few countries. Keep in mind that 

travelling staff may be caught out by this so make sure you align with business 

objectives and be aware that this won’t stop every attack as a VPN or TOR exit 

node can make it appear as if the attacker is in your country, but it’s one extra step 

they must take. Remember, you don’t have to run faster than the Fancy Bear, just 

faster than other companies around you. 

Start by going to Azure AD – Security – Conditional Access – Named locations and 

click +Countries location and call the location Blocked countries. Leave Determine 

location by IP address, a new feature is using GPS location from the Microsoft 

Authenticator app which will be more accurate once all your users are using Azure 

AD MFA (and therefore can be located via GPS). Click the box next to Name to 

select all countries, then find the one(s) that you need to allow login from and click 

Create. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fancy_Bear
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Creating a Named Location for a Conditional Access Policy

Go to Azure AD – Security – Conditional Access – New policy – Create new policy 

and name your policy with a name that clearly defines what the policy does and 

adheres to your naming standard. Click on All Users… and Include All users and 

Exclude your Break Glass accounts. 

Click on No cloud apps… and select All cloud apps. Select 0 conditions… and 

click Not configured under Locations. Pick Selected locations under Include and 

select your newly created location. Finally, under Access controls – Grant, click 0 

controls selected and then Block access. 

CA policies can be either in Report-only mode where you can look at reports of 

what they would have blocked and control they would have enforced, or they can 

be turned on / off. Report-only can be handy to make sure you don’t get fired for 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
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accidentally locking everyone out but turn this policy on as soon as possible. 

Conditional Access policy to block logins from outside Australia

A common question is, how can I control how often users are prompted for MFA 

or signing in again? While it might be counter intuitive the default in Azure AD 

is a rolling windows of 90 days. Remember, if you change a user’s password, 

block non-compliant devices, or disable an account (plus any number of other 

CA policies you have in place that might affect the security posture of the 

session), it’ll automatically require new authentications. Don’t prompt the users 

for authentication when nothing has changed because if you do it too frequently, 

they’re more likely to approve a malicious login. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/howto-conditional-access-session-lifetime
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/howto-conditional-access-session-lifetime
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BRANDING LOGON PAGES

While in the Azure AD portal, click on Company branding and add a company 

specific Sign-in page background image (1920x1080px) and a Banner logo 

(280x60px). Note that these files have to be small (300 KB and 10 KB respectively) 

so you may have to do some fancy compression. This isn’t just a way to make 

users feel at home when they see a login page, in most cases when attackers send 

phishing emails to harvest credentials, they’ll send users to a fake login page that 

looks like the generic Office 365 one, not your custom one which is another clue 

that should alert your users to the danger. Also – Windows Autopilot doesn’t work 

unless you have customized AAD branding. 

Edit Azure AD Company Branding images

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
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SELF SERVICE PASSWORD RESET

The benefit of Self Service Password Reset (SSPR) is to lower the load on your help 

desk to manage password resets for users. Once enabled, users must register 

various ways of being identified when they’re resetting their password, mobile 

app notification / code, email (non-Office 365), mobile / office phone call, security 

questions (not available to administrators, plus you can create custom questions). 

If you are synchronizing user accounts from AD to Azure AD, take care in setting 

up SSPR as the passwords must be written back to AD from the cloud once 

changed. 

Configuring Self Service Password Reset in Azure AD

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/tutorial-enable-sspr
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/tutorial-enable-sspr-writeback
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UNIFIED AUDITING

Not restricted to security but nevertheless a fundamental building block is 

auditing across Microsoft 365. Go to the Microsoft 365 Defender portal and find 

Audit in the left-hand menu (it’s almost at the end). If for some reason unified 

auditing isn’t enabled in your tenant a yellow banner will give you a button to turn 

it on (it’s on by default for new tenants). Once enabled, click the Audit retention 

policies tab, and create a policy for your tenant. You want to ensure that you 

have logs to investigate if there’s a breach and you want them kept for as long as 

possible. 

With Business Premium you get a maximum of 90 days retention and Microsoft 

365 E5 gives you one year, but you want to make sure to create a policy to set this, 

rather than rely on the default policy (which you can’t see). Give the policy a name, 

a description and add all the record types, one by one. This policy will now apply 

to all users (including new ones that are created) for all activities. Only use the 

Users option when you want to have a specific policy for a particular user. Give the 

policy a priority, 1 is the highest and 10,000 is the lowest. 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://security.microsoft.com/
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Create an audit retention policy for maximum retention

INTEGRATING APPLICATIONS INTO AZURE AD

One of the most powerful but often overlooked features (at least in SMBs) is the 

ability to use Azure AD to publish applications to your users. Users can go to 

myapps.microsoft.com (or office.com) and see tiles for all applications they have 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://myapps.microsoft.com/
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access to. But there’s more to that story. Say, for example, you have a shared, 

corporate Twitter account that a few executives and marketing staff should 

have access to. Instead of sharing a password amongst them all and having 

to remember to reset it if someone leaves the organization, you can create a 

security group in AAD, add the relevant users, link Twitter to the group and 

they’ll automatically have access – without knowing the password to the account. 

There are a lot more actions you can take here to simplify access and secure 

management of applications, here’s more information. 

AZURE AD CONNECT

If you’re synchronizing accounts from Active Directory to Azure Active Directory 

(AAD), check the configuration of AAD Connect and make sure you’re not 

replicating an entire domain or forest to AAD. There’s no reason that service 

accounts etc. should be exposed in both directories, start the AAD Connect wizard 

on the server where it’s installed and doublecheck that only relevant OUs are 

synchronized. One other thing to note here is the fact that any machine running 

Azure AD Connect should be treated with the same care (in terms of security) as a 

domain controller. This is because AAD Connect requires the same level of access 

as AD itself and has the ability to read password hashes. Making sure security best 

practices for access, patching, etc. are followed to the letter for the system running 

AAD connect is critically important.

Identity checklist  
Use the identity checklist to ensure you and your team have 

implemented strong identity protocols.

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/manage-apps/overview-application-gallery
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CHAPTER 2 – EMAIL
Email persists as one of the most common attack vectors and many high-profile 

breaches started with a simple phishing email that harvested an ordinary user’s 

credentials. There are two “levels” of protection, Exchange Online Protection 

(EOP) that everyone enjoys and then Defender for Office 365 P1 and P2. 

A dedicated and more secure alternative to EOP and Defender for Office 365 (see 

below) is 365 Total Protection that offers all the email hygiene services you’ll ever 

need.

Let’s start with EOP settings. But first, a word about portals. The main one you 

should be using is security.microsoft.com, plus compliance.microsoft.com, and 

maybe admin.exchange.microsoft.com for Exchange specific settings. The old 

protection.office.com is going to be retired soon, so if you need a list of ALL of 

them, check out msportals.io. 

MAILBOX AUDITING

While auditing of mailbox activities is now turned on for all tenants by default, 

if you have mailboxes older than 2019, it’s a good idea to check that it’s turned 

on. Go to the Admin Center and click on the Cloud Shell icon ( ) in the top right, 

select PowerShell and then create storage in an Azure subscription. Alternatively, 

open a remote PowerShell session to Exchange online. In Cloud Shell type 

Connect-EXOPSSession or in PowerShell on your PC type:

Connect-ExchangeOnline

Followed by:

Get-Mailbox -Identity nameofmailbox | FL AuditEnabled

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection/?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook 
https://security.microsoft.com/
https://compliance.microsoft.com/
https://admin.exchange.microsoft.com/
https://msportals.io/?search=
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/security-compliance-and-identity/exchange-online-mailbox-auditing-enabled-by-default/ba-p/361324
https://www.altaro.com/hyper-v/exchange-online-powershell/
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Cycle through all your mailboxes with:

Get-Mailbox | FL Identity, AuditEnabled

And if it’s not enabled, use:

Set-Mailbox -Identity nameofmailbox -AuditEnabled $true

Connecting to Exchange Online with PowerShell

THREAT POLICIES

Policies

Go to Policies & rules under Email & collaboration – Threat policies. Click on Anti-

phishing and click on the Office365 AntiPhish Default (it might have a different 

name in your tenant). Scroll down and click on Edit protection settings. Make 

sure Include domains I own, don’t use trusted senders and domains, enable 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/set-up-anti-phishing-policies?view=o365-worldwide#impersonation-settings-in-anti-phishing-policies-in-microsoft-defender-for-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/set-up-anti-phishing-policies?view=o365-worldwide#impersonation-settings-in-anti-phishing-policies-in-microsoft-defender-for-office-365
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mailbox intelligence, including for impersonation (it’ll look at normal email traffic 

patterns using Machine Learning and flag anomalous email traffic) and Enable 

spoof intelligence (some of these settings may only be available if you have 

Defender for Office 365, see below). That last one may take some extra work, click 

on the link for Tenant Allow / Block list to see emails that are sent “on behalf” of 

your organization. There may be legitimate uses, like a monthly email newsletter 

processed by an outsourced emailing service so make sure they’re included in the 

allow list but block everyone else. Click Save. 

Scroll further down and click Edit actions. Here you’ll decide what happens to 

emails that are coming from an impersonated domain / user, and what happens 

with those messages, we recommend quarantining them with FullAccess by 

users, but you can also limit access to administrators only. Turn on Safety tips as 

appropriate for your business. 

Anti-phishing policy actions and safety tips

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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Back in Threat policies, click on Anti-spam policies and then the default inbound 

policy. Start by editing spam threshold and properties. There are many settings 

here that you can customize based on your specific appetite for spam. The most 

important one is the threshold, sliding it towards a lower number will lower 

the amount of spam your users receive, at the cost of maybe quarantining the 

occasional legitimate message. There are two other settings that you might want 

to consider setting, if your business only ever deals with English speaking email 

users or receive email from specific countries, you can mark others as spam. 

Start typing a language name and a filtered list will appear, the same applies 

for countries and you can add as many as required to your lists. Another setting 

you can consider is marking emails that fail an SPF check (see below) as high 

confidence spam. 

Next edit Actions to configure what happens with spam/ high confidence spam 

/ phishing and bulk (“legitimate” advertising emails). Make sure spam safety tips 

and Zero-hour auto purge (ZAP) is enabled. ZAP basically means that if spam 

or phish is delivered to some of your users’ mailboxes and is later identified as 

malicious, those messages will be automatically deleted from your users’ inboxes. 

Connection filtering lets you define IP allow and block lists, again use these only 

when necessary, even a trusted email sender may be compromised down the 

track. 

The one thing you need to configure in the outbound policy is a group to notify if 

an internal sender is blocked due to sending outbound spam. 

For Anti-malware, open the default policy and select Edit protection settings. 

Make sure the common attachments filter is enabled and click on customize file 

types. Most likely there are only 10 selected out of 96 as Microsoft expanded this 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
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list recently. Click on the box next to File type to select all of them (unless you have 

a business reason to allow one) and click Add. Enable ZAP for malware and ensure 

that only admins have access to quarantined messages. Optionally configure 

notifications for senders and admins. 

RULES

Under Rules you can edit the Allow / Block list and configure DKIM signing (see 

below). Advanced delivery lets you configure mailboxes for your security teams 

that can receive any emails, even ones identified as malicious for further analysis, 

and add domains / IPs and URLs for phishing simulations so that the built-in 

defenses don’t stop your fake phishing emails from reaching your users’ inboxes 

and your fake webpages aren’t blocked. An in-depth look at cyber awareness 

training is beyond the scope of this book but good security is composed of 

people, process, and technology. Training your users with simulations and follow 

up training should be done regularly (not just once a year) – see Chapter 10. 

Enhanced filtering should be configured if you’re using a third-party email filtering 

service and the Quarantine policy lets you customize the policies that we looked 

at above for spam and phish. 

Under Others is another hidden gem – the Outlook Report Message add-in 

settings. Unless you’re using a third-party equivalent solution, turn this on, which 

will deploy this add-in to every Outlook installation in your tenant. Configure it to 

send suspicious messages to Microsoft and your organization’s mailbox (or only to 

the org mailbox) and let users choose if they want to report.

You can optionally configure the user experience when they report messages. You 

can also enable a trial of Defender for Office 365 – see below.

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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                                                      Report Message add-in

TEMPLATED POLICIES

Instead of configuring each of the settings above individually you can use the 

preset security policies to apply Standard or Strict policies OR if you’d like more 

control, you can use Configuration analyzer to compare your current settings 

against the Standard / Strict settings and enable each recommendation with a 

single click. Here I’m changing the bulk email threshold from 6 to 4 based on a 

recommendation from the Configuration analyzer. 

Applying Configuration analyzer recommendation to Threat policies

You can also look at settings changes over time and who performed them. 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
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WARN AND BLOCK EMAILS WITH DANGEROUS 
ATTACHMENTS

If you’re not using Defender for Office 365 you can consider creating mail flow 

(formerly known as transport rules) to warn users when they receive emails with 

attachments that are commonly used as a vector for malware and ransomware. 

Microsoft has recommended steps here.

Be aware that this might protect your organization against “traditional” 

ransomware, a malicious attachment with code that encrypts all local and network 

share files that the user has access to and demands a bitcoin ransom for the key. 

Due to the big administrative overhead and relatively low yields however, this isn’t 

a common type of attack today. More common is big game ransomware where 

attackers phish your users for credentials or buy them on the dark web, gain 

access and infiltrate your business thoroughly, possibly corrupting your backups 

and exfiltrating your data so that when they do launch the attack you can’t recover 

and as an extra incentive to pay, they can dump the sensitive data they stole 

publicly. And they’ll ask for as large a ransom as they know you can pay, after 

researching your organization’s financial position. 

OFFICE MESSAGE ENCRYPTION

Sending emails is like sending a postcard, anyone along the way can read it. 

Office Message Encryption (OME) comes with two different options, Do not 

forward and Encrypt, and lets you send protected emails to any email address. It’s 

very easy to use in Outlook / Outlook Web App so train your users, additionally 

you can create Mail flow rules to automatically encrypt emails for specific domains 

or recipients.  

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/ome?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/security-and-compliance/secure-your-business-data?view=o365-worldwide#5-protect-against-ransomware
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/security-and-compliance/secure-your-business-data?view=o365-worldwide#7-use-office-message-encryption
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If you have a regulation that requires the use of S/MIME for email encryption you 

can do this in Exchange Online as well. There’s a lot more set up to do before 

your users can email others using the digital signatures and optional encryption 

offered by this legacy protocol, but it’s available if required. 

ALERT POLICY

Configuring the right settings is only half the battle. You also need to know when 

things happen in your environment, so go back to Policies & rules and click Alert 

policy. Here you can look at the built-in policies and add your own. The default 

policies will email all Tenant admins when they’re triggered. Click +New alert 

policy and investigate the options available, including the extensive list of actions 

that you can trigger an alert on. 

Alert Policy in Microsoft 365 Defender

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/email-encryption?view=o365-worldwide
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DEFENDER FOR OFFICE 365

On top of EOP sits Microsoft Defender for Office 365 (MDO), specifically policies 

for Safe attachments and Safe links. There are three licensing levels, P1, P2 and 

Microsoft 365 E5. Plan 2 is included in Office 365 E5 and Microsoft 365 E5, 

whereas Plan 1 is part of Microsoft 365 Business Premium. 

Here we’re going to look at P1 and what it brings to the table. P2 adds Threat 

trackers, Threat Explorer, Automated investigation, and response (AIR) and Attack 

simulation training – see Chapter 10. 

An alternative and more cost effective offering to MDO is 365 Total Protection 

from Hornetsecurity that provides complete email protection for both SMBs and 

Enterprises and optionally backup as well. 

SAFE ATTACHMENTS

All incoming emails and their attachments to your tenant are scanned by three 

independent AV engines and any known malware is filtered out by Exchange 

Online Protection (EOP). For never-before-seen attachments that pass the AV 

scanning however, if you have a Safe attachment policy, they’ll be activated 

in a VM to catch zero-day attacks. Head back to Threat policies and click Safe 

attachments and click +Create. Add a name, description, and the domains in your 

tenant and select Dynamic delivery and optionally redirect emails with identified 

malware to a security team inbox. Dynamic delivery will show the email in the 

user’s inbox, and they can even preview the attached document as they’re waiting 

for the scan to complete, usually less than a minute in my experience. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/overview?view=o365-worldwide
https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection/?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook 
https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection/?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook 
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Safe attachment policy settings

Back on the Safe attachments page, look the Global settings and enable MDO 

for SharePoint, OneDrive, and Teams and if you have M365 E5 – enable Safe 

Documents which will use the same VM scanning technology on untrusted 

documents when they’re opened in Protected View in Office desktop. 

SAFE LINKS

This is another great protection against malicious URLs in emails and Teams 

messages, again create your own policy and add your domains. Turn it on for both 

URLs in messages and Teams and enable real-time URL scanning so that they’re 

scanned at the time of click (often attackers will compromise a website, send 

emails with links to the benign pages, wait until the emails have been delivered 

and the URLs scanned and declared safe and then weaponize the URLs). Make 

sure you select “Do not let users click through to the original URL”, you can also 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection/?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook 
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scan internal email messages and specify URLs that won’t be rewritten. 

Once Safe links is enabled the URLs are rewritten to be passed through Microsoft’s 

servers but if you hover the cursor over them in an email the original URL is still 

shown so that users can make a judgement call as to their legitimacy. 

Safe links policy settings

Back on the Safe links page, explore the Global settings and make sure to enable 

it for Office 365 (desktop, mobile, web) -apps so that links in Word and Excel 

documents are also scanned there and again ensure that users can’t click through 

to the original URL. 

DISABLE FORWARDING TENANT WIDE

A common tactic for criminals once they have compromised a user’s account 

is setting up email forwarding to an external mailbox to watch for sensitive 

information and email patterns, perhaps as a precursor to a Business Email 

Compromise (BEC) attack. Believe it or not, BEC is actually costing organizations 

more money than ransomware. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Email_spoofing
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There are several ways to block forwarding, Microsoft offers a setting linked to 

outbound spam policies, I prefer a Mail Flow (formerly known as Transport) rule. 

Go to admin.exchange.microsoft.com (EAC), under Mail flow, click on Rules. Click 

the + sign to create a new rule, give it a descriptive name and in the drop down 

list for Apply this rule if.., select the recipient is located Outside the organization. 

Then click the add condition button, select The message properties. – include 

the message type – Auto-forward and under Do the following select Reject the 

message with the explanation and enter a text for your users to understand why 

you’ve blocked their auto forwarded messages. Make sure the mode is Enforce. 

Be prepared for some backlash as there might be legitimate uses for email 

forwarding which you have now broken but work with the business to ensure they 

understand it’s for a very good reason.  

Block auto forwarding of emails tenant wide

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/external-email-forwarding?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/external-email-forwarding?view=o365-worldwide
https://admin.exchange.microsoft.com/
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BLOCK SIGN-IN FOR SHARED MAILBOX

Most organizations use shared mailboxes, perhaps for aliases such as “support” 

or “sales” – especially since these types of mailboxes don’t consume an Exchange 

Online license. You then delegate permissions to a mailbox to staff that should 

have access to it, and they open it as a separate mailbox in Outlook. If you create 

a shared mailbox directly from EAC there’s no user account related to it, but if 

you converted an existing user mailbox to a shared mailbox – go back to the user 

account and block logins for it. There’s no reason to allow that user account to 

sign-in to Azure AD, staff can still access the shared mailbox, without knowing the 

password of the account. 

SPF, DKIM AND DMARC

There are three main standards in use today in the email world to manage spam, 

email authentication and security: Sender Policy Framework (SPF), Domain Keys 

Identified Mail (DKIM) and Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting and 

Conformance (DMARC). An in-depth look is beyond the scope of this book but 

suffice to say you really should configure all three to be a good corporate citizen. 

SENDER POLICY FRAMEWORK

This one is the easiest, you can’t set up an Office 365 email domain without 

configuring SPF records in DNS. To see your current values, look under Settings 

– Domains in the M365 admin center. Click your vanity domain (the onmicrosoft.

com default domain automatically has the correct SPF records configured) and 

go to DNS records, the second one in the list of type TXT is generally your SPF 

record. If you have subdomains, you’ll need to add SPF records for them as well. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sender_Policy_Framework
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DomainKeys_Identified_Mail
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DomainKeys_Identified_Mail
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DMARC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DMARC
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/set-up-spf-in-office-365-to-help-prevent-spoofing?view=o365-worldwide
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Sender Policy Framework DNS record in admin center

DOMAIN KEYS IDENTIFIED MAIL

Again, Microsoft manages keys for the onmicrosoft.com domain and will also 

create a private / public key pair and enable DKIM signing for your custom 

domain. However, if you have more than one custom domain, you’re going to set 

up DMARC or you want more control you should configure this yourself. 

Head back to the Defender 365 portal – Policies & Rules – Threat Policies and click 

on DKIM. In the list that appears, click on (one of) your vanity domains and turn 

DKIM on. You’ll get an error that contains two CNAME DNS records that you need 

to enter where you host your DNS records. It can take some time (minutes to up to 

four days) but eventually you can click on DKIM and see that it’s enabled. 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/use-dkim-to-validate-outbound-email?view=o365-worldwide
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DKIM Configuration enabled

You test it by sending an email to a consumer email service for example and 

examining the header of the email. 

DOMAIN-BASED MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION, 
REPORTING AND CONFORMANCE

Before implementing DMARC you need know which IP addresses send messages 

from your domain, if it’s just Exchange Online, or if you have other email servers 

(Exchange hybrid for instance). You also need to know whether the 5321.MailFrom 

and 5322.From domains matches for any third-party services that send email on 

your behalf. Unlike SPF and DKIM, there are three levels of DMARC settings: none, 

quarantine and reject. You start with none to identify legitimate and fraudulent 

messages sent from your domain and move on to quarantine once you’re 

comfortable with your legitimate traffic being covered by SPF and DKIM. Finally 

reject tells any receiving mail server that if they get messages from your domain(s) 

that don’t pass the DMARC checks (i.e., wasn’t sent by you) they should reject 

them. 

Create a TXT record at your DNS hoster that looks like this:

_dmarc.domain  TTL  IN  TXT  “v=DMARC1; p=none; pct=100”

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/use-dkim-to-validate-outbound-email?view=o365-worldwide#to-confirm-dkim-signing-is-configured-properly-for-microsoft-365
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Where domain is your email domain, and p can be set to none, quarantine and 

reject. You can also add a third-party provider to give you DMARC aggregated 

email reports, I’m hosting with Cloudflare and they have the service built in. 

TROUBLESHOOTING HELP

If you’ve ever had to troubleshoot email issues you know that headers are your 

friend, including seeing DMARC, DKIM and SPF information. The free Message 

Header Analyzer shows all of this and more, go to the Home ribbon in Outlook 

and click on Get Add-ins and search for Message Header and install it. Pick 

an email and click MHA and it’ll show you the headers and information for the 

selected email. 

 

Email checklist

Use the email checklist to protect this very common attack 

vector.

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/use-dmarc-to-validate-email?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/use-dmarc-to-validate-email?view=o365-worldwide
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CHAPTER 3 - TEAMS

There are a few main themes around security for Teams, such as who can create 

Teams, who can create private Teams and Channels, sharing of files internally and 

externally and naming standards which can all be summed up by applying good 

governance. Depending on the size of your environment and the “looseness” of 

your current approach there might already be a mess for you to clean up. 

One very important security feature that is not available in the M365 platform 

itself, is the backup of Teams data. 365 Total Backup, (available as either a 

standalone service or within the 365 Total Protection Enterprise Backup solution) 

offers a comprehensive SaaS service for backup and recovery of all Office 365 

data, including Teams (user and group chats included!). 

TEAMS AND CHANNEL CREATION PERMISSIONS

By default all users can create Teams (really create the underlying Microsoft 365 

group). If you want to restrict to a set of users in a group, follow these instructions. 

Note that Global / Exchange / SharePoint / Teams and User Administrators can still 

create M365 groups irrespective of these settings. 

A private channel in a Team is only visible to the people invited to it, so you could 

have a Team that spans your entire organization, with a channel that only users in 

the Sales department can see. If you want to limit who can create private channels 

(by default all Team members can, except Guests) use a Teams policy. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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Teams policy to limit private channel creation

DELETE INACTIVE TEAMS 

Whilst not a security risk per se, having unused Teams hanging around increases 

the mess of your environment and could expose you to potential data loss. Start 

by heading over to the Teams admin center – Analytics & reports – Usage reports 

and select Teams usage in the drop down for report type and say Last 90 days 

for date range. This will give you a list (that you can also export to csv for further 

analysis) and graph showing activity in each Team and when there last was activity. 

If you have ones that clearly aren’t being used, consider archiving them. 

CONTROLLING FILE SHARING IN TEAMS

By default, Teams will use SharePoint to store files shared but you can use third-

party cloud storage if you prefer. If, however, you want to ensure that company 

files are stored in SharePoint, consider disabling these other cloud storage 

locations. In the Teams admin center, go to Teams – Teams settings and scroll 

down to files and disable the ones you don’t want. 
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Teams third-party file storage locations settings

EXTERNAL ACCESS

You should also make a choice about Teams interoperability with other systems 

– go to Users – External access and select if you allow your users to communicate 

in Teams with Skype for Business / Teams users in other tenants. You can select 

to allow all external domains, only specific ones, block specific ones (and 

therefore allow all others) or block all external domains. You can also control 

communications in and out of non-managed Teams (personal accounts) and 

Skype consumer users. Note that in all these situations there’s no invitation of the 

external user into your Team(s), there’s simply communication between them, for 

guest users – read on. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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EXTERNAL USERS

The settings for who can be invited to be a member of a Team, called a guest, 

are organization wide (not specific to Teams), although you can control access 

to individual teams with sensitivity labels. By default, guest have quite a lot of 

freedom once they’ve received their invitation email and accepted it. Note that a 

guest can either be in another Azure AD tenant or a user in a consumer identity 

system (Google, Facebook). Most importantly, unless you’ve changed it, a guest 

can invite other guests to a Team (or SharePoint site etc.). 

Head over to the Azure AD admin center, go to Azure Active Directory – External 

identities – External collaboration settings. 

The first setting controls what permissions an invited Guest user has to user 

properties and group memberships of others in the directory, either the same as 

internal users, limited access or only having access to their own properties. 

The second setting manages who can invite guests, either everyone (including 

guests), internal users in the tenant, only administrators or no one. 

Thirdly you can control access to self-service sign up to applications in your 

directory via user flows and the final setting controls which domains invitations can 

be sent to, any domain, specific domains are denied, or only selected domains are 

allowed. 

These four settings control a lot of collaboration and security in your tenant, across 

applications such as Exchange Online, Teams, SharePoint, and others but there’s 

no hard and fast rule for how to set them. You should NOT just accept the defaults 

and instead work through with the business what the best balance is for your 
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organization. Here are the settings for one of my clients:

Azure AD external identity settings for guest

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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You should also configure the Teams specific Guest access settings, back in the 

Teams admin center, click Users – Guest access and go through the settings for 

calling, meetings and messaging for Teams users invited to your tenant. 

If you invite external users to meetings using Teams, make sure you customize this 

branding, just like we did for Azure AD and for the same reason, instill trust that 

this is indeed a legitimate invitation. They’re under Meetings - Meeting settings – 

Email invitation. 

 

Teams checklist

Use the Teams checklist to ensure you’ve applied good 

governance.
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CHAPTER 4 – SHAREPOINT

The most important setting to control potential data leaks (apart from Data Loss 

Prevention, DLP itself, see Chapter 7) is the sharing setting controlling external 

sharing of files in SharePoint and OneDrive for Business, and by extension, Teams.

We’ve come to take external file sharing for granted. It’s one of those features 

which users utilize day in and day out without much thought of the underlying 

implications. Many users won’t think twice about configuring a file share with 

everyone allowed and just leaving it out there in perpetuity. It’s not an if, but 

WHEN situation we’re talking about here in terms of security issues and data 

leakage. By tightly controlling the sharing settings and permissions for data stored 

in M365, you’ll be better prepared to prevent un-intended security issues as a 

result.  

In this chapter, we’ll look at how to handle sharing controls and mitigate potential 

data leaks. 

EXTERNAL SHARING

Go to the SharePoint admin center and go to Policies – Sharing. Here you can 

move the slider for SharePoint and OneDrive for Business from sharing with 

anyone with no sign in required, new and existing guests (in other words, the act 

of sharing a file invites a guest into the tenant), existing guests (meaning, you can 

only share with guest who have already been invited by some other process) or 

no external sharing allowed at all. Apart from the obvious to not allow anonymous 

links, picking from the other three will require another round of interacting 

with the business. For most organizations, simply turning off external sharing 

probably isn’t possible in today’s world of teams made up of people from different 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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businesses. I favor only allowing existing guests and having a process around the 

invitation of external users, but in smaller businesses New and Existing guests is 

OK. Note that the OneDrive settings can’t be less restrictive than the SharePoint 

option. 

Under More external sharing settings hides the ability to limit sharing to certain 

domains, allowing selected security groups to be able to share externally, forcing 

guests to use the same account as to where the invitation was sent, blocking 

guests from sharing items they don’t own, expiring access after a set time, and 

forcing guests to reauthenticate after X number of days. You can also set the type 

of link that’s suggested when a user shares a file (specific people or only internal 

users) and if the default is a View or an Edit link, if you set it to View, a user must 

decide to change it to an Edit sharing link. 

Here are my recommended settings for each of these:

External file sharing settings for SharePoint and OneDrive for Business
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There’s another place where you can control a subset of these settings, the main 

Microsoft 365 Admin center, under Settings – Org settings – Security and Privacy. 

Click Sharing which lets you stop ordinary users inviting guests (see Teams 

above) and if you click the link called “change the external sharing settings for 

SharePoint” you can control the SharePoint part of file sharing. While you’re here, 

configure your organization’s privacy profile URL and a contact email. 

Back in the SharePoint admin center, click on Access control under Policies. 

Unmanaged devices are a tenant wide restriction on the kind of devices that can 

access SharePoint and OneDrive, if you want more granular control over this, use 

a Conditional Access policy. Network location limits access to specific public IP 

addresses (only works if everyone is always working from the office), you can block 

access from older clients and you can limit who can use OneDrive for Business 

based on security group membership. 

ALERTS TO NOTIFY YOU OF EXTERNAL FILE SHARING

Back in Chapter 2 we looked at Alert policies, there’s one you might want to 

configure for SharePoint external file sharing. Go to security.microsoft.com - Email 

& collaboration – Policies & rules – Alert policy – New alert policy. Give it a name 

and description, select severity Low and Information governance as category, 

pick Shared file externally as activity and if you need to scope it down, click Add 

a condition and limit it to specific users, files, extension, or site collection URLs. 

If there’s a lot of file sharing you can limit it based on the number of files shared 

over a specific time period. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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Alert policy for SharePoint and OneDrive external file sharing

 

SharePoint checklist 

Use the SharePoint checklist to control potential data leaks. 
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CHAPTER 5 - APPLICATIONS

The challenge around insecure applications in general is a big one – the first rule 

is to patch, patch and patch. Most IT Pros are onboard with monthly updates from 

Microsoft for Windows and Office but there are a lot more applications than that 

on most desktops. If you have E5 licensing / Business Premium, Defender for 

Endpoint offers full Threat and Vulnerability (TVM) management for Windows, 

MacOS with Linux coming (see Chapter 9 & 10). 

If that’s not an option, consider a third-party tool (or see Chapter 6 if you’re using 

Endpoint Manager to deploy software) to keep track of what applications are 

installed on your desktops and which ones need to be updated. 

In this chapter we’ll focus on OAuth applications and how you should manage the 

workflow around these. 

OAUTH APPS

There are add-ins for the Office applications, including Teams that rely on being 

registered with Azure AD using an OAuth flow. We covered this in-depth in an 

article and webinar, but the bottom line is that initially Microsoft didn’t have a lot 

of guardrails around these apps and any user could grant any permissions to their 

own data, if the application asked for it. This was used in several successful attacks 

where a user is tricked into granting permissions to their mailbox and user profile 

by a legitimate looking application, which actually is malicious. Once granted, the 

attackers have access to everything they were given permissions to, whether MFA 

or password resets are enacted. 

In the last year or so, Microsoft has tightened this up a bit, so apps where the 
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publisher hasn’t been verified can only ask for very limited permissions and there 

are options for you to check existing apps and their access, as well as limit future 

app requests with administrator workflows. Again, if you have E5 licensing, and 

thus access to Defender for Cloud Apps, you have more powerful and easier to 

use options, here we’ll focus on the options in Azure AD. 

Go to the AAD admin center and click on Azure AD – Enterprise applications. Start 

with All applications and you’ll see a list of apps that are using your AAD tenant as 

their Identity Provider. 

Azure AD Enterprise Applications list

Let’s say that one of these looks sketchy, click on it, and start by checking the Sign-

in logs to see how popular it is amongst your users. Then click on Permissions, 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
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here you’ll see if it’s been granted only User consent and how many users have 

done so (and if you click on the number of users blue link it’ll tell you who they 

are), or if it’s been granted Admin consent by an administrator to your whole 

tenant. 

Azure AD checking existing permissions for suspicious application

If your investigation leads you to suspect that something is potentially malicious, 

click on Review permissions where you’re given four options based on your level 

of concern, picking one will give you recommendations of steps to take and 

PowerShell scripts to run. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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Azure AD steps to take for suspicious application

To put more control in place for future application requests, go back to 

Enterprise applications and select Consent and permissions. Start with Permission 

classifications, here you can take Microsoft’s suggested list of limited permissions 

that users can grant applications without compromising your business. You 

can also click, No, I’ll add permissions and work through all the available 

APIs to customize a list of low security impact permissions that you can let 

your users grant by themselves. For most SMBs I’d suggest taking Microsoft’s 

recommendation, or not allow users to install apps at all (see below). 

Under User consent settings you can stop users installing apps by themselves 

altogether (be careful with the productivity implications), only allow them 

to consent to apps that come from verified publishers and only for the low 

impact permissions defined above or allow users to consent for any app (not 

recommended). Similar settings are available for group owners to grant access to 
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apps (read Teams apps). 

Here are the settings for one of my clients:

Azure AD OAuth apps consent and permission settings

If you leave your settings like that, you also need to designate administrators that 

can approve user’s grant requests, head back to Enterprise applications and go to 

User settings. Turn on “Users can request admin consent” and designate a security 

group or select users who will receive an email when a user tries to install an app 

and on the grant permissions screen request that an administrator review and 

allow the app. 

Note that this request workflow also applies if you’re allowing users to install low 

impact apps themselves, but an application is requesting more permissions than 

that. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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Azure AD Enterprise applications Admin consent flow settings

Applications checklist 

Use the applications checklist  to manage the workflow of 

OAuth applications.
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CHAPTER 6 - ENDPOINT MANAGER

Once upon a time we could manage all (Windows) devices on a corporate 

network using Active Directory, Group Policy and maybe Configuration Manager. 

Today you must handle personal smartphones, organization issued smartphones 

(iOS and Android), along with MacOS, Windows and maybe even Linux PCs. 

And those devices are seldom in the office, more likely they’re in someone’s 

home, making traditional tools next to useless. You need a better approach, 

using a cloud based Mobile Device Management (MDM) and Mobile Application 

Management (MAM) tool, such as Endpoint Manager / Intune. 

In this chapter we’ll cover a couple of basic settings in Microsoft Endpoint 

Manager (MEM), which will barely scratch the surface of what it’s capable off, 

particularly outside of directly security related features. 

STANDARDIZE

If you’re an MSP it’s a good idea to have the same set of device groups across all 

tenants. Some   suggestions are Company devices, Personal Devices, Phones but 

you’ll need to customize this to suit your needs. If it’s your own business, it’s still 

a good idea to set up some groups with devices as nearly everything in MEM is 

managed through device groups. 

One decision is around joined, hybrid-joined and registered devices in AAD. 

MacOS/iOS and Android are always registered, they can’t be joined whereas 

Windows devices (apart from Windows 10 Home) can be all three. Registered is 

generally a personal device that AAD knows about and is tied to a user account 

and mainly used to manage corporate data on it, without actually touching 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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anything else. A joined device is part of AAD, and this gives you single sign on 

to apps in the cloud, SSPR from the lock screen and access can be controlled 

through Conditional Access. Finally, a hybrid-joined device is also joined to Active 

Directory on-premises, on top of being joined to AAD. 

Another decision is around enrollment, all the device types already mentioned 

can be enrolled in MEM which lets you apply policies and easily deploy 

applications to them. However, for personal devices, particularly smartphones, this 

can be seen as too invasive and just managing access to corporate data through 

applications using MAM might have to suffice. 

A full decision tree for these options is beyond the scope of this book but it’s 

important that you define a policy for your business as to what devices (of any 

type) can access business resources and how that access should be controlled. 

POLICIES 

MEM comes with many different policy types, here we’ll look at a couple of sample 

ones. Go to the MEM admin center, click on Devices – Compliance policies and 

pick Windows 10 and later as the platform. Give your policy a descriptive name 

and under Compliance settings, explore the options you have. You can require 

that devices are protected with Bitlocker, Secure Boot, that the firewall/antivirus/

antispyware is on, a minimum OS version plus many others. 
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Configuring a Windows 10 Compliance policy in MEM

Under actions for noncompliance, pick what actions should be taken if a device 

isn’t compliant with your settings, and then under Assignments, link the policy to a 

device group. Be patient, evaluation in MEM can take hours (or even days). 

The beauty is that you can now use Conditional Access and control access to 

applications based on if the device that’s connecting is compliant with your 

policies. 
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Another option is Configuration profiles that can be applied to various types 

of Android management types, iOS/iPadOS, MacOS and Windows. In Devices 

– Configuration profiles, click +Create profile, select Windows 10 and later – 

Templates to see all the available options. There are many options such as Email 

to auto configure email settings, Endpoint protection for Bitlocker and several 

other security controls, VPN and Wi-Fi settings etc. 

There are many variables here but if you’re familiar with using Group Policy 

to manage endpoints, migrating to MDM policies should be straightforward. 

There’s even an option to pick Administrative templates as a Configuration policy 

template which gives you access to a set of computer and user administrative 

policies GPO settings to use. And if you have complex GPOs that you want to 

bring into Intune, go down to Group Policy analytics (preview) under Devices. 

Here you can import backed up GPOs from your on-premises AD environment 

and it’ll analyze each setting to show you which ones can be directly migrated to 

MDM settings, which ones aren’t available in MDM etc. 

Endpoint Manager Group Policy Analytics
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There are many permutations of different policies in Intune that you can use to 

improve your device security, Microsoft has a few guided scenarios to get you 

started and don’t miss the new Endpoint security blade in MEM which gathers all 

endpoint security settings in one place. This is also where you’ll find the Security 

Baselines that Microsoft recommends, I recommend investigating each of these. 

Endpoint Manager Security Baselines     

Endpoint Manager checklist 

Use the Endpoint Manager checklist to help manage the 

security of all (Windows) devices on a corporate network. 
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CHAPTER 7 - INFORMATION 
PROTECTION

In the old world, we stored documents on file servers and controlled access via 

share and NTFS permissions. This worked well when everyone was in the office, 

never used a laptop, personal email accounts or USB sticks… 

In other words, it was never a secure way of controlling access to sensitive data. 

There are better ways, known as Microsoft Information Protection (MIP) although 

you may see older names such as Azure Information Protection (AIP) and Azure 

Rights Management Services (RMS). Again, a thorough exploration of MIP is a 

whole eBook in itself, so here we’re merely going to introduce the concepts and 

get you started – automatic labelling of documents based on their content is an E5 

feature, covered in Chapter 10. 

INFORMATION PROTECTION BUILDING BLOCKS

The first step is finding out what kind of sensitive data is stored in your 

environment, assign a trusted administrator in your organization Content Explorer 

list viewer and Content Explorer content viewer (these are highly sensitive roles 

that not even a Global Administrator has by default) and direct them to the 

M365 compliance portal – Data classification – Content explorer. Before you have 

created any policies or anything (unified auditing must be turned on, which is 

the default) you’ll find out what you’ve got stored in SharePoint / OneDrive for 

Business and Exchange Online in the way of sensitive data.
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Content explorer in the compliance portal

Your work starts with labeling; you can’t protect every single document in your 

organization. The highly sensitive contract for your big acquisition is very different 

to the lunch cafeteria menu for next week. There are 262 (and constantly growing) 

built in Sensitive Information Types (SITs), identifying types of data from all 

over the world and you can create your own, based on specific patterns in your 

organization (project identifiers, staff IDs etc.). 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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Information Protection list of Sensitive Information Types

There are also built-in trainable classifiers that uses Machine Learning models to 

identify data that’s not just a Credit card number and accompanying evidence but 

more complex such as Resumes, Legal Affairs, Healthcare, Targeted Harassment, 

Profanity and more. 
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Information Protection list of Trainable Classifiers

Rather than matching random numbers, if you have a database of student ID 

numbers for instance, you can use Exact Data Match to label documents when 

those patterns show up. 

The power of these labels, when you apply them to Office documents and PDFs 

(plus many other third-party file types) is that the protection follows the document, 

irrespective of where it’s stored. You can now send an email and an attached Word 

document to a specific person and be sure that this person can only open the 

email and document once they’re authenticated and only have the access you’ve 

given them (no printing or forwarding of the email for example) and only for the 

time you’ve given them. Of course, this isn’t science fiction, if they really want to 
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take pictures of the screen with their smartphone or write down the information 

you can’t stop them (if they’re authorized to see the information) BUT it’s hard to 

argue that this was done by mistake if they’re caught. 

CREATE A SENSITIVITY LABEL AND POLICY

In the compliance portal, head down to Information protection and select the 

Labels tab and click Create a label. Enter a short name (“Sensitive – Internal use 

only”) and a good description (“Use this label to mark documents that shouldn’t 

be shared outside of our organization”) to help your users understand what kind 

of data the label should apply to. Select Files & emails, pick both Encrypt and 

Mark and for encryption select Let uses assign permissions when they apply the 

label, enforce Encrypt-only in Outlook and prompt users in Word, PowerPoint, and 

Excel for permissions.

Information Protection Encryption settings for a new sensitivity label
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Explore Content marking on your own, you can add headers, footers, and 

watermarks to documents and on the Auto-labeling page, click +Add condition 

and select Add – Sensitive info types and pick the applicable one(s) for your label 

so that if you’re creating a new document and it contains this type of sensitive 

information, it can either be automatically applied or a banner can appear and 

recommend that users apply the label. 

Information Protection configure labeling based on Sensitive Information Types

Click Next past the following two pages and create your new label. Under Next 

steps, click Publish this label, pick your new label, which users and groups is 
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should apply to, pick Users must provide a justification to remove…. on the 

Settings page, don’t apply the label by default to documents, emails and Power BI 

workspaces and give your new policy a clear name and description and publish it. 

Users who are in scope for your new label and policy can now apply it manually 

to documents and emails with the Sensitivity button in the different Office 

applications. 

Sensitivity button to apply a label manually to a document

As you can tell there’s a lot more to explore around Information Protection, 

including the ability to label SharePoint sites and Teams to control external sharing 

options and adaptive scopes to target policies to the right people. For more, read  

M365 Records Management Guide, Microsoft Information Protection in Microsoft 

365 and Deploy a Microsoft Information Protection solution. Chapter 10 will cover 

how you can automatically label existing data at rest. 

Also, ensure you assign Super User permissions to a few trusted administrators so 

that documents that were protected by someone who’s no longer at the company 

can be opened and the permissions changed. 

DATA LOSS PREVENTION

The other side of the coin is Data Loss Prevention (DLP). Here it’s less about 

labeling sensitive data and marking it (so that users are aware of it and encrypting 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://www.altaro.com/hyper-v/m365-records-management/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/information-protection?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/information-protection?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/information-protection-solution?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/information-protection/configure-super-users
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it to protect it as it’s being shared), and more about warning users when they’re 

about to share data in the wrong context. 

Microsoft has done a lot of work in this area and now have a solution not only for 

the cloud and on-premises, but you can also control data sharing on endpoints 

(MacOS and Windows). 

Again, there’s a lot to dig into here, but my recommendation to get your feet wet 

with DLP is to simply create a policy that’s report only, with no end user interaction. 

Just like Content Explorer above gives you an insight into what sensitive data 

types you have stored and where they’re housed, using a DLP report only policy 

gives you a feel for what kind of data sharing is happening across your tenant. You 

can then build a business case for enforcing warnings and even block policies to 

stop accidental over sharing. 

Back in the Compliance portal, head over to Data loss prevention – Policies and 

click +Create policy. You can use the built-in template categories (Financial, 

Medical and health, Privacy) or pick your region / country to see what’s on offer. 

For this report only one, pick Custom and click Next. 

Data Loss Prevention Financial templates

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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Give it a name and a description and leave all available locations selected, then 

click Create rule, give it a name, and click +Add condition – Add and then search 

across the SITs for data that you wouldn’t want to be shared externally by mistake. 

Examples include credit card numbers, plus region / country specific data. Leave 

Exceptions, Actions and User notifications / overrides blank for now, pick Low for 

severity level and add one or more administrators to be notified when an activity 

matches the rule, plus throttle the amounts of notifications if you’re expecting a lot 

of emails. Leave the rest of the settings blank as well and Save the rule. 

Data Loss Prevention Create rule

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
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Since you haven’t configured any action for policy violations you can safely turn on 

the policy right away. You’ll now get an email whenever sensitive data matching 

your selected SITs is shared in any of the locations you picked. 

The Activity explorer tab in Data loss prevention gives you a filterable view of 

actions taken by your users and in which location it took place. 

Data Loss Prevention Activity Explorer

You can also to go Reports in the compliance portal, scroll down, and see reports 

on DLP Policy Matches, Incidents and false positives & overrides (for when you 

start enforcing your DLP policies). 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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WINDOWS INFORMATION PROTECTION

You can use Windows Information Protection (WIP), a pre-cursor to Endpoint DLP 

(Chapter 10) to separate business data from personal data. If you have personal 

Windows 10/11 devices you can use a Mobile Application Management (MAM) 

policy and if you have corporate owned, enrolled devices you can use a Mobile 

Device Management (MDM) policy. “Enlightened applications” i.e., ones that 

understand WIP policies will now block copy and paste from a corporate (stored 

in OneDrive for Business) to a personal (saved anywhere else) Word document for 

instance. Follow the instructions here to create WIP policy. 

The number of regulations that (even small) businesses must comply with is 

increasing worldwide and they are increasingly focusing on keeping PII and other 

sensitive data secure – using Information Protection and DLP is going to be very 

important, make sure you’re doing the right thing now, even if you don’t have a 

specific regulation enforcing it yet. 

Information Protection checklist 

Use the Information Protection checklist  to controlling 

access to sensitive data. 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/windows/security/information-protection/windows-information-protection/create-wip-policy-using-intune-azure#differences-between-mdm-and-mam-for-wip
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CHAPTER 8 - SECURE SCORE

After reading this far you might ask yourself, doesn’t Microsoft have a list of all 

the security settings? They do (sort of), for Business Premium there’s this Tech 

Community article from mid-2020 and this docs page. The blog article isn’t 

maintained (although all the recommendations in there are still valid) and both 

articles are missing a lot of suggested actions.  

The second place to check is Secure Score, which has been in M365 for a long time 

– I wrote about it for the first time back in 2017. 

The concept is simple, gather a list of security “improvement actions” in a single 

pane, give each of them a score based on how important they are to a company’s 

overall security posture and automatically track a score for the tenant as each action 

is taken. Let administrators compare their score to other businesses of their size, and 

in their industry to “gamify” security gains, plus track improvement over time. 

Over time the single overall Secure score has been broken out into Identity, Device 

and Apps scores contributing to the overall score, it’s changed to a percentage-

based system (0% no actions taken, 100% all possible configurations implemented). 

Also, you’ll find Secure Score in Azure (nothing to do with Microsoft 365) and 

Compliance Score both in Azure and in Microsoft 365, plus Productivity score 

as part of Endpoint Analytics in Intune which tracks your organization’s digital 

transformation journey. 

Note that improvements in the score can take some time to happen after you 

implement a control, Microsoft mentions 24-48 hours for the engine to pick up the 

change and award you the points, in my experience it can sometimes take longer 

than that. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/small-and-medium-business-blog/practical-guide-to-securing-remote-work-using-microsoft-365/ba-p/1354772
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/small-and-medium-business-blog/practical-guide-to-securing-remote-work-using-microsoft-365/ba-p/1354772
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/security-and-compliance/secure-your-business-data?view=o365-worldwide
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CHECK YOUR SCORE

In the M365 Defender portal click on Secure score to see your current score and 

list of Top improvement actions. Scroll down a bit to compare your score with 

other organizations and see the history of settings applied. 

Secure Score dashboard

When you click on an action you get a summary of what the control would do, 

points you’d gain, which devices or user accounts are vulnerable unless you take 

the action, the implementation steps, and any history for this particular action. You 

can also Share the action with someone if there’s a team working on the actions. 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://security.microsoft.com/
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Secure Score sample action steps

The specific steps to take will vary from control to control but the instructions 

are pretty clear, as is any expected impact to end users. Note that Secure Score 

knows about your licensing level so a tenant with access to more potential security 

controls will have a longer list of actions. 

Take some time to explore each action and make sure to implement all that 

have a low end-user impact and give a good score boost – “low hanging fruit”. 

Also, Microsoft frequently adds more controls, so the list isn’t static. Set yourself 

a reminder in your calendar to revisit Secure Score once a month and keep 

implementing controls to get as close to 100% as possible.  

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/microsoft-secure-score-whats-coming?view=o365-worldwide
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If you’re an MSP that’s managing multiple tenants, consider implementing 

a centralized dashboard to keep an eye on all your tenants scores and 

improvements using the API. 

 
Secure Score checklist 

Use the Information Protection checklist  to keep on top of 

scores and improvements to make.  

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/security-compliance-and-identity/a-new-home-and-an-all-new-look-for-microsoft-secure-score/ba-p/529641
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CHAPTER 9 - BUSINESS PREMIUM

There are two sides of Microsoft 365, Business (up to 300 users) and Enterprise 

(E3, E5, F3, F5), this is ignoring government and education (A3, A5 – follows E3/E5 

closely). 

A few years ago, a lot of security features were missing from the Business side but 

that’s improved markedly. Perhaps someone at Microsoft realized that SMBs need as 

good security as the larger end of town but don’t have the skills and manpower to 

configure complex solutions. 

MEET THE BUSINESS FAMILY

So, if you’re an SMB and you’re not expecting to grow beyond 300 users, just pick the 

least costly Business plan and you’re done? Not so fast, first, if you’re a small business 

but you manage sensitive data (lawyers, doctors, financial institutions) go for Microsoft 

365 E5. You’ll get the best security services Microsoft offers, they’re very good and 

getting better, plus they’re tightly integrated, unlike “best of breed” point solutions. 

If that’s not your situation however and you want to stay in the business family 

(Business Basic, Apps for business, Business Standard, Business Premium) there’s only 

one option; Business Premium. The others don’t offer any of the security features, 

whereas Business Premium comes with Azure AD Premium Plan 1 AND (very soon) 

Defender for Business, the new flavor of Microsoft’s excellent Endpoint protection 

tool designed specifically for SMBs. 

If you find that the cost jump is too steep, there are third-party alternatives such as 

Hornetsecurity’s 365 Total Protection Business that stops spam, malware, adds email 

signatures etc. 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business/compare-all-microsoft-365-business-products
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-business/mdb-overview?view=o365-worldwide
https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
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BUSINESS PREMIUM

Azure AD Premium P1 gives you Cloud app discovery which is a scaled down 

version of Defender for Cloud Apps, formerly known as Microsoft Cloud App 

Discovery (MCAS), which will discover office like applications in use across your 

business. It won’t give you policies or the full catalog of 27,000+ cloud apps for 

discovery and management that the E5 version offers. It does give you Azure AD 

Application proxy to publish on-premises web applications securely, Conditional 

Access (this is key), SharePoint limited access if you’re on a personal device, 

Password Protection for both AD and AAD and Self-Service Password Reset from 

the cloud back to AD on-premises and more.

Business Premium itself gives you Bitlocker (local SSD on devices encrypted) and 

Bitlocker To Go (encrypt USB sticks), Windows Information Protection, Defender 

for Office Plan 1 (Chapter 2), Intune / Endpoint Manager (Chapter 6) and 

Information Protection & DLP (Chapter 7).

Defender for Business will be a powerful addition when it comes out of public 

preview, offering Threat & vulnerability Management (TVM), inventorying all 

installed software on all endpoints, and comparing with all CVEs to give you a 

prioritized list of applications to upgrade, based on the risk of the discovered 

vulnerability plus the number of endpoints in your business that has it installed, 

and how frequently it’s used. It also brings Attack surface reduction rules, Next 

generation protection against attacks and malware with both local and cloud-

based ML models, full Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) so every process 

and action on every endpoint is visible. Most importantly in an SMB context it 

comes with Automated Investigation and Response (AIR), meaning it’ll fix most 

issues itself without you having to intervene. And it does this across Windows, 

macOS, iOS and Android. 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/identity-access-management/azure-ad-pricing?rtc=1
https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RWEBAF
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Business Premium checklist 

Use the Business Premium checklist  to get your security 

settings configured.  

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
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CHAPTER 10 - MICROSOFT 365 E5

In the previous nine chapters we’ve looked at the security features available to 

most administrators in Microsoft 365 – E3, F3/F5 and Business Premium. Here we 

look at what the additional SKUs such as Microsoft 365 E5 Security and Microsoft 

365 E5 Compliance (these are add-ons to M365 E3 and offer a subset of the full 

E5) offers. We’ll also look at the security features in the full Microsoft 365 E5.

If you’re on Office 365, adding Enterprise Mobility + Security (EMS) E3 or E5 is the 

equivalent of Microsoft 365 E3 and E5 respectively. 

Both E5 and E5 Security includes Defender for Endpoint Plan 2, Defender for 

Identity, Defender for Office 365 Plan 2, Application Guard for Office 365 and 

Safe Documents, Defender for Cloud Apps, Azure AD Premium Plan 2, rule-based 

automatic retention policies and Machine Learning based retention. 

Only the full E5 offers Information Protection Plan 2, DLP for Teams chat, Endpoint 

DLP, Advanced Office Encryption, Advanced Audit, Insider Risk Management, 

Communication Compliance, Information Barriers, and Privileged Access 

Management.

That’s a long list and this excellent article contains a description of many advanced 

security features and the licensing required for each.  

The point of course of bundling so many of these features together in this plan 

is that it can replace many existing point solutions and their associated monthly 

licensing cost. Defender for Cloud Apps can replace a current CASB, Defender for 

Endpoint can replace your current EDR and anti-malware solution as well as your 

current TVM service and so forth. 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/enterprise-mobility-security/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/microsoft-365-service-descriptions/microsoft-365-tenantlevel-services-licensing-guidance/microsoft-365-security-compliance-licensing-guidance
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However, it’s worth nothing here that Microsoft is not liable for data loss, so if you 

don’t want to put all your security eggs in Microsoft’s basket, you should consider 

a third-party service to manage email security, including full Exchange Online, 

Teams, OneDrive and SharePoint backup through Hornetsecurity’s 365 Total 

Protection Enterprise Backup. 

MICROSOFT 365 E5 AND E5 SECURITY

Let’s start with Defender for Endpoint P2 (which used to be just Defender for 

Endpoint until P1 came along, part of M365 E3). On top of the features mentioned 

in Chapter 9 for Defender for Business, P2 adds Microsoft Threat Experts and 

Threat hunting. This is a two-pronged feature, once you’re enabled for it (apply in 

the console) they’ll let you know if they detect a threat in your environment and 

on a pay for service basis you can also use Microsoft’s SOC analysts to extend 

your team when required. Plan 2 also adds support for Linux servers, on top of the 

other OS platforms. 

Defender for Identity (formerly Azure ATP) is a cloud-based service for your 

Active Directory Domain. Agents on AD Federation Services servers and Domain 

Controllers forward relevant network traffic captures and event log information to 

the cloud to be analyzed and intrusions into your network will be quickly spotted. 

Defender for Application Guard brings virtualization isolation technology to Edge 

and Office (Word, Excel and PowerPoint on Windows) and when suspicious sites 

/ documents are opened they’re in a separate area, so malicious actions can’t 

spread to the rest of the OS. 

Defender for Cloud Apps is worthy of its own eBook but suffice to say – if you have 

the licensing, make sure you explore what it can do and how powerful it is. Most 

https://go.altaro.com/medialib/Content-Campaigns/eBooks/2022/Microsoft-365-Security-Check-List.xlsx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/shared-responsibility
https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/defender-endpoint-plan-1?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/microsoft-threat-experts?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/advanced-hunting-overview?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/defender-for-identity/what-is
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/install-app-guard?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/safe-docs?view=o365-worldwide
https://www.altaro.com/hyper-v/secure-apps-data-azure-ad/
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importantly, back in Chapter 5 we looked at the risks around malicious OAuth 

apps and illicit consent grants. Defender for Cloud Apps has very strong ways of 

discovering these in your environment as well as policies available to manage this 

risk and controlling access.

Defender for Cloud Apps detection policy

Apart from Safe Attachments and Safe Links that’s available in Defender for Office 

Plan 1, Plan 2 in E5/E5 Security adds Threat Trackers (information about current 

cybersecurity issues that may impact your organization), Threat Explorer (to keep 

tabs on current threats impacting your organization and help with Hunting), 

https://www.hornetsecurity.com/en/services/365-total-protection?LP=Content-eBook-M365-security-checklist&Cat=Content&utm_source=Altaro-ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=eBook-M365-security-checklist&utm_content=ebook
https://twitter.com/ffforward/status/1484127442679836676?t=T_MkrIXeSXurZJIQN4k6_A&s=19
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/defender-cloud-apps/app-permission-policy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/defender-cloud-apps/manage-app-permissions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/threat-trackers?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/threat-explorer?view=o365-worldwide
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Automated Investigation and Response (AIR), Attack Simulation Training (send 

phishing simulation to your users and follow up with automated training videos for 

those who fail) and Campaign Views (shows current phishing campaigns against 

your business and the impact). Explore each of these features and make sure you 

use the attack simulations frequently; both the lures and the training videos are 

much better quality than they used to be. 

AZURE AD PREMIUM P2

While this is just single line in what’s included in E5/E5 Security it deserves its own 

section as it gives you Privileged Identity Management (PIM), Identity Protection 

and Access reviews. PIM allows you to turn permanent Global Administrator / 

Exchange Administrator etc. accounts into eligible accounts. These user accounts 

are now ordinary user accounts and if they’re compromised, the blast radius is 

much smaller. When these users need to perform administrative actions, they 

login to the Azure AD portal and go through a workflow to elevate their privileges 

for a set amount of a few hours. This workflow can include entering a service 

ticket number, performing MFA, and being approved by another administrator / 

manager. 

An impactful feature is Identity Protection which comes in the form of two policies, 

Risky Sign-ins, and Risky Users. Risky user accounts are identified using ML and 

other means, if an account is likely compromised, for example when Microsoft 

finds credentials in dumped breach data, it automatically enforces a Self-Service 

Password Reset. Each sign-in is also analyzed and based on risk signals (and how 

you’ve configured the policy sensitivity), if a particular access is “iffy”, the user will 

automatically be prompted for MFA. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/office-365-air?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/attack-simulation-training?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/campaigns?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/pim-getting-started
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Azure AD Identity Protection Sign-in risk policy

Access Reviews solves the age-old problem where access is never removed from 

users, only added. You can always tell if a particular user has worked at a company 

for a long time, based on the number of security groups they’re members in. 

Access Reviews can be used to identify and minimize the number of users with 

privileged access, catch excessive permissions granted as users move between 

departments, control access given to guest users, and can even be extended to 

reviewing access by applications in Azure AD. 

MICROSOFT 365 E5

The full license of Microsoft 365 E5 provides Information Protection Plan 2 which 

adds automation, in addition to users labeling documents manually this will 

identify sensitive content automatically, including scanning your SharePoint, 

Exchange Online and OneDrive for Business repositories for sensitive data and 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governance/access-reviews-overview
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label it. Not only that, but you can also use the Information Protection scanner 

on-premises to scan file shares and SharePoint servers and identify, label and 

optionally protect / encrypt documents. 

Plan 2 also comes with DLP for Teams chat and most importantly, Endpoint DLP. 

This is now available for Windows 10/11 (client built in, no agent required) and 

MacOS. It comes with powerful features to control printing, saving to USB storage, 

copy files via Bluetooth and different cloud storage locations based on the 

sensitivity of the data in the documents. 

Advanced Message Encryption lets you control encryption of messages with 

policies that identifies the content automatically, and applies different branding 

based on it plus lets you revoke access to email and expire them after a set time. 

Advanced Audit adds the ability to keep your unified audit log data for one 

year, with the option to extend to 10 years with an add-on license. You also 

get additional events logged and high-bandwidth access to logs based on the 

number of seats in the organization. 

The risk to your business isn’t just external, disgruntled staff who want revenge on 

their boss, or the long-term sales star who wants to take the customer database 

that he’s built up when he leaves are all part of Insider Risk, particularly now 

when many people are working from home. Insider Risk Management is a full 

featured, HR integrated solution that anonymizes any identified users during the 

investigation phase (to eliminate bias by the investigator) and turns the case into 

an eDiscovery case when there’s enough evidence to warrant further action. 

When you want to ensure that your staff isn’t using harassing or bullying language 

in Teams and other communications channels, use Communication Compliance. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/dlp-microsoft-teams?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/endpoint-dlp-getting-started?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/endpoint-dlp-learn-about?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/ome-advanced-message-encryption?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/advanced-audit?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/insider-risk-management?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/communication-compliance?view=o365-worldwide
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Blocking electronic communication between staff in different departments can 

be achieved with Information Barriers if you require that to adhere to a specific 

regulation. 

Privileged Access Management is the cousin of PIM and it allows you to configure 

policies to limit the capabilities of an administrator, enabling just-enough-access 

in addition to the just-in-time access that PIM provides. 

 

Microsoft 365 Enterprise E5 checklist 

Use the Microsoft 365 Enterprise E5 checklist  to make better 

use of the additional SKUs this license offers.   

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/information-barriers?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/privileged-access-management-overview?view=o365-worldwide
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CHAPTER 11 – THE CHECKLIST
There are three columns, one for settings available for 
most licensing options, one for Business Premium specific 
controls and finally one for the advanced security settings 
in M365 E5. Dark grey boxes indicate controls not available 
in that licensing SKU. Share and use this with your team/s 
to secure your M365 environment. 

CHAPTER 1 - IDENTITY
M365

General
Business 
Premium M365 E5

Enable MFA for administrators   
Enable MFA for users    
Create cloud only administrator accounts for privileged 
users / occasional administrators    
Disable app passwords    
(Configure trusted IPs)    
Disable text message MFA    
Disable phone call MFA    
Remember MFA trusted devices 90 days    
Train staff in using MFA correctly    
Use Windows Hello where possible    
Use FIDO2 / 2FA keys where possible    
Investigate legacy authentication protocol usage in AAD 
Sign-in logs    
Block legacy authentication with CA Policy    
Block legacy authentication in M365 Admin Center    
Create two Break glass accounts and exempt from MFA, 
CA Policies etc.    
Configure alerting if a Break glass account is used    
Enable Security Defaults in AAD (consider the limitations)    
Enable PIM (AAD Premium P2) for all admin users    
Add organization specific words to Password protection    
Deploy Password protection in AD on-premises    
CA Policy Require MFA for admins    
CA Policy Require MFA for users    
CA Policy Require MFA for Azure management    
CA Policy Block legacy authentication    
CA Policy Require compliant or Hybrid AAD joined device 
for admins    
CA Policy Require compliant or Hybrid AAD joined device 
for users    
CA Policy Block access to M365 from outside your country    
Require MFA for risky sign-ins    
Require password change for high-risk users    
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Create custom branding logos and text in Azure AD    
Enable and configure Self Service Password Reset, includ-
ing password writeback      

Check that Unified Auditing is enabled      

Define audit retention policies (90 or 365 days)      

Integrate applications into Azure AD      

AAD Connect - Ensure only relevant OUs are replicated to 
Azure AD

CHAPTER 2 - EMAIL
M365

General
Business 
Premium

M365 E5

Check that mailbox auditing is on for all mailboxes, if not, 
enable it    

Edit the default anti-phishing policy      

Include domains you own      

Enable mailbox intelligence including impersonation pro-
tection      

Enable spoof intelligence      

Threat policies - configure Anti-phishing, enable mailbox 
intelligence, safety tips on      

Threat policies - configure Anti-spam, enable ZAP, out-
bound spam notification      

Threat policies - configure Anti-malware, add all file exten-
sions      

Configure Outlook Report Message add-in for all users + 
tenant mailbox to get reported messages      

Configure Alert policies to match business needs      

Train users to use Office Message Encryption      

Configure Office Message Encryption with Mail flow rules      

Warn and Block emails with dangerous attachments      

     

Configure Safe Attachments policy      

Configure Safe Attachments Global settings      

Configure Safe Links policy      

Configure Safe Links Global settings      

     

Block auto forwarding of emails with a Mail flow rule      

Check user accounts linked to shared mailboxes and block 
login for them      

     

Check SPF record for each vanity domain      

Configure DKIM CNAME records in DNS and ensure 
they’re picked up in DKIM in the security portal      

Configure DMARC TXT record in DNS      
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Configure DMARC to reject policy once you know the do-
main is covered      

Install Message Header Analyzer add-in on your device      

CHAPTER 3 - TEAMS
M365     

General
Business 
Premium M365 E5

Limit Teams creation to a set of users    

Limit private channel creation to a set of users      

Delete inactive Teams      

Disable third-party Teams file storage locations      

Configure interoperability with Teams in other tenants and 
Skype consumer      

Configure guest user settings in Azure AD - directory per-
missions      

Configure guest user settings in Azure AD - who can invite      

Configure guest user settings in Azure AD - user flows for 
application access      

Configure guest user settings in Azure AD - which domains 
can users be invited from      

Configure Guest access settings in Teams      

Customize meeting invitation branding      

CHAPTER 4 - SHAREPOINT
M365    

General
Business 
Premium M365 E5

Configure External file sharing for SharePoint    

Configure External file sharing for OneDrive for Business      

Configure other external file sharing settings      

Configure Access control      

Configure an alert when files are shared externally      

CHAPTER 5 - APPLICATIONS
M365    

General
Business 
Premium M365 E5

Investigate existing OAuth applications and their granted 
permissions      

Restrict or remove suspicious / malicious OAuth applica-
tions      

Configure User and Group settings for granting permis-
sions to OAuth apps, None or limited permissions      

If using limited permissions, define those      

Configure Admin consent requests and accounts who are 
going to review requests      



CHAPTER 6 - ENDPOINT MANAGER
M365    

General
Business 
Premium M365 E5

Define device groups in Endpoint Manager    

Define enrolment / application management policies End-
point Manager      

Create a device compliance policy for Windows devices      

Optional - create policies for other device types      

Optional - create Configuration policies      

Optional - import existing Group Policy settings      

Configure Security baselines      

CHAPTER 7 - INFORMATION PROTECTION
M365    

General
Business 
Premium M365 E5

Create a label    

Create a label policy and test it      

Work with the business to identify data labels to use      

Create a group of Super User accounts for data recovery      

Create a report only DLP policy with email notifications      

 CHAPTER 8 - SECURE SCORE
M365    

General
Business 
Premium M365 E5

Check current secure score    

Implement all low user impact actions      

Implement all high score improvement actions      

Plan to implement the rest of the possible actions to take      

CHAPTER 9 - BUSINESS PREMIUM
M365    

General
Business 
Premium M365 E5

Go through the list of security features available in Business 
Premium and ensure they’re configured    

Deploy Defender for Business to all endpoints (when it’s 
available)      

CHAPTER 10 - MICROSOFT 365 ENTERPRISE E5
M365    

General
Business 
Premium M365 E5

Deploy Defender for Endpoint plan 2    

Deploy Defender for Identity      

Enable Defender for Application Guard      

Enable Safe Documents      

Create an OAuth app policy in Defender for Cloud Apps      

Explore Threat Trackers      



Use Threat Explorer      

Configure Automated Investigation and Response in De-
fender for Office 365      

Use Attack Simulation Training to train end users      

Explore Campaign Views      

Enforce PIM for ALL administrative accounts, apart from 
your break glass accounts      

Configure Sign-in risk policy      

Configure User risk policy      

Configure Access Reviews for Teams / groups, guests, ad-
ministrative accounts and AAD applications      

Automate Information Protection labelling across your 
cloud estate      

Use the Information Protection scanner to find, label and 
protect sensitive data on premises      

Enable DLP for Teams chat      

Configure Endpoint DLP with business input      

Configure Advanced Message Encryption      

Configure Advanced Audit retention policies to 1 year for 
all users      

Configure Insider Risk Management policies      

Configure Communication Compliance policies and re-
viewers      

Configure Information Barriers      

Configure Privileged Access Management      



THE PATH AHEAD

Possibly the most important approach to IT security is to adopt the “assume 

breach” mindset. In other words, put all the controls in place, train your users 

and have the right processes in place BUT also plan for what happens when you 

do have a breach. How do you spot the intrusion early (Defender for Identity/

Endpoint + Sentinel – see below)? How do you contain the attackers before they 

fully compromise your entire network?

Make the time. 

You might be feeling overwhelmed after reading this eBook and feeling that 

there’s a mountain of stuff to do to implement all these controls. Maybe you’re the 

IT person in your company and you’ve got to convince your boss to let you set 

aside time and effort to do this. Or you’re an MSP / IT Service provider and you’ve 

realized that you have a lot of work to do to get your clients security posture up 

to scratch. If so, here are a couple of pointers that can help as you sit down with a 

client. You could draw a real-world analogy and point out that while they’re living 

in a house that works, it’s not finished and the exposed wires in the ceiling and 

unfinished plumbing are security risks. Or you could talk about the relatively minor 

cost upfront to implement these security controls, compared to the major cost and 

interruption of a breach. As someone who’s been in exactly that situation many 

times, I wish you good luck.   

Add these to your toolkit.

Another important step is to become familiar with the ATT&CK Matrix and to see if 

the controls that you’ve configured cover all the different techniques attackers use 

to infiltrate your business. Keep an eye on the Microsoft Security Intelligence page 

https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/wdsi


to learn about recent campaigns and attacks. 

We haven’t talked about Microsoft Sentinel as it’s not a part of Microsoft 365 

but it’s an invaluable addition if you don’t have Security, Information, and Event 

Management (SIEM) in place today. As you’ve seen throughout this eBook, most 

security settings and investigations are converging in the Microsoft 365 Defender 

portal, but this only covers Microsoft 365 workloads. What about all the other 

applications and SaaS services your business relies on? This is where Sentinel 

comes into the picture, taking all the logs and incidents / alerts raised in 365 

Defender and combining them with all those other data sources for a true 360 

view of your entire business. Learn more about Sentinel here. 

Final thought.

IT security is a journey without a final destination, and it’s never finished. However, 

if you implement the steps outlined in this eBook, your Microsoft 365 tenant will 

be more secure than it was before.

But did we miss anything? Is there a setting you think we should have included or 

a recommended configuration that you disagree with? Let us know at

dojo@altaro.com and we’ll include it in the next version. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/overview
mailto:dojo@altaro.com


APPENDIX – ACRONYMS

There are many IT acronyms used in this eBook and while they’re spelt out the first 

time they’re used, here’s a handy list of all of them, along with a short explanation 

of what each means. 

AAD – Azure Active Directory. The underlying directory of Microsoft 365 

that maintains information about user and device accounts, authenticates and 

authorizes access to resources, and can optionally be synchronized with on-

premises Active Directory using Azure AD Connect. 

CA/CAP - Conditional Access Policies. A feature of Azure AD Premium P1+ that 

lets you craft policies to control who can access what resource, from where and 

under what conditions. 

CAE – Continuous Access Evaluation. A feature of Azure AD that evaluates a 

change in a user’s state (disabled, moved to a different Wi-Fi network etc.) much 

faster than the legacy 1 hour delay. 

CASB – Cloud Access Security Broker. A “Firewall as a Service” that runs in the 

cloud and controls access to SaaS applications and identifies malicious files and 

actions. 

CVE  –  Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures. An identified vulnerability in a 

system (software or hardware), used in TVM to identify vulnerable software in your 

environment. 

DC – Domain Controller. A server in your on-premises Active Directory that 

authenticates and authorizes user and device account access to resources. Can be 



synchronized with Azure Active Directory.

DLP - Data Loss Prevention. A technology in Microsoft 365 to identify sensitive 

data and report on, recommend against or block accidental sharing of this data in 

the wrong context. 

DKIM - Domain Keys Identified Mail. An email security feature that enables 

recipients of emails that purport to be coming from your organization to check the 

validity of that claim. 

DMARC - Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting and 

Conformance. An email security feature that lets recipients of emails from your 

domain know what to do if they’re identified as spoofed. 

EDR - Endpoint Detection and Response. A modern endpoint protection 

approach that keeps track of every single action, by every process, taken in the 

OS, to identify malicious code or attacker’s actions. 

MAM - Mobile Application Management. Managing applications on iOS, 

Android and to some degree, Windows, and these application’s access on 

personally owned devices. 

MDCA – Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps. Microsoft’s CASB, part of M365 E5 

licensing. 

MDE – Microsoft Defender for Endpoint. A full EDR and endpoint protection 

solution for Windows, MacOS, iOS, Android, and Linux. Comes in P1, P2 and 

Business versions. 

MDM - Mobile Device Management. Enrolling all types of devices into full 



management through a cloud-based service for device control. 

MDI – Microsoft Defender for Identity. A cloud service that gathers information 

from your Domain Controllers on premises to quickly identify malicious activity by 

attackers. 

MDO – Microsoft Defender for Office 365. A set of security features to enhance 

the security of email and collaboration tools and protect against malicious emails, 

attachments, messages, and links. 

MEM – Microsoft Endpoint Manager. The umbrella name for Intune, the cloud 

service for MAM and MDM plus Configuration Manager Endpoint Manager for 

larger businesses’ on-premises device management. 

MFA – Multi Factor Authentication. Using a second factor beyond username and 

password to identify a user when they log in to a system.

MIP - Microsoft Information Protection. The umbrella term for different 

technologies, all designed to identify sensitive data in your business and 

safeguard it with policies, visual cues, and encryption. 

MSP – Managed Service Provider. An outsourced IT service provider that 

manages your IT systems on a contracted, preventative maintenance basis. 

MSSP - Managed Security Service Provider. An outsourced IT Security provider 

who focuses on protecting your systems against cyber threats and identify / block 

them when they do occur. 

OAuth – Open Authentication. A standard for authentication of applications and 

how they can be integrated into Azure AD. 



OME - Office Message Encryption. The ability to encrypt and / or set Do not 

Forward on emails sent from Exchange Online to any email address, either 

manually or automatically. 

PII – Personally Identifiable Information. Data about a person that could be 

used to identify them or reveal sensitive information about them. 

PIM - Privileged Identity Management. A feature of Azure AD Premium P2 that 

turns permanent administrator accounts into eligible accounts so that they must 

elevate their accounts to privileged permissions (for a short time) when they need 

to perform admin activity. 

SIEM - Security, Information, and Event Management. A group of services and 

tools that give real-time analysis of information security in an organization. 

SIT - Sensitive Information Type. A component of MIP with predefined identifiers 

for sensitive data such as credit card numbers, passport IDs etc. from all over the 

world. 

SPF – Sender Policy Framework. A way to use DNS records to identify potentially 

malicious or spam email. 

SSPR – Self Service Password Reset. The ability for users to reset their own 

password when they’ve forgotten it, using alternate email address, MFA and / or 

security questions to lower the load on your help desk. 

TVM - Threat & vulnerability Management. A feature of Defender for Endpoint 

that identifies all software installed on each endpoint, what known vulnerabilities 

exists (CVEs) and gives you a list of what needs to be upgraded to minimize the 

attack surface. 



WHFB – Windows Hello for Business. A collection of biometric (fingerprint and 

face scan) technologies and other features to improve the sign in security on 

Windows devices.

WIP - Windows Information Protection. The ability to separate business and 

personal data on a Windows device in applications that support the blocking of 

copy and paste, saving etc. to the wrong location. 

ZAP - Zero-hour auto purge. The ability of Exchange Online to “reach into” users’ 

mailboxes and to delete an already delivered email that’s been subsequently 

identified as malicious. 
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BETTER? 
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As we’re always looking to ensure our content helps you, we’d like to check in and 

see what you thought of this eBook and how we can make it better.
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